
German police dismantled Hydra, world’s largest darknet marketplace,
seizing £16.7M in Bitcoin
Hydra Market, previously the world’s largest and oldest darknet marketplace of illegal items and
services, was seized and shut down by German authorities, in co-ordination with US law
enforcement. Cryptocurrency wallets containing £16.7M in Bitcoin were seized. Hydra, whose users
were primarily in Russian-speaking countries, last year accounted for around 80% of all darknet
market-related cryptocurrency transactions. It had received $5.2Bn in cryptocurrency since 2015.
The marketplace enabled vendors of a wide range of drugs – including heroin, other opioids,
cocaine, methamphetamine and LSD – to connect with customers.
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Google buys cyber threat intelligence provider
Mandiant for $5.4bn
Google agreed to pay $5.4bn to acquire Mandiant, one of the best-
known sleuths that track sophisticated cyber stacks, giving it a prime
position on the front lines of the battle against cyber crime and digital
warfare. The deal is expected to be completed by the end of the yea,
pending regulatory approval.

The all-cash deal is the second-largest ever mounted by Google parent
Alphabet. It comes as Google looks to boost its cloud computing
business, Google Cloud, in an attempt to catch up with Amazon and
Microsoft, which offer cyber security products through their bigger cloud
platforms. Microsoft has long developed in-house threat intelligence
expertise but also acquired smaller cyber security companies last year,
including RiskIQ and ReFirm Labs. Phil Venables, Chief Information
Security Officer (CISO) for Google Cloud, noted that ‘the client security
space is highly competitive’ and that the acquisition ‘significantly
increases competition in the market’.

Mandiant has tracked the cyber campaigns of nation-state actors, such
as Russia, Iran, China and North Korea, as well as criminal groups. Its
incident response team has regularly been called on to respond to
high-profile attack and works closely with the US Government. Notably,
it was drafted to help investigate the ransomware attack on the Colonial
Pipeline. In 2020, Mandiant was the first to reveal the SolarWinds hack.

Mandiant aims to leverage the wide reach of Google’s network and AI
capabilities to automate the former’s work and apply it more broadly,
having struggled to cope with demand pre-acquisition.

Albany perspective:
Google’s all-cash acquisition of Mandiant highlights the aggressive
competition for cyber security in the cloud space and the trend for
big US tech firms to innovate through acquisition. The prolonged war
in Ukraine threatens more cyber attacks. As the world braces for the
aftermath of the Pegasus spyware, it is good news to see the
world’s biggest darknet website dismantled. The increased online
activity stemming from the pandemic continues to bite, as scams
increase.



Steve Mnuchin’s PE group buys cyber security company for $525M
The former US Treasury Secretary launched Liberty Strategic Capital with $2.5Bn last year, raising from
SoftBank, Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund and Abu Dhabi’s Mubadala. The PE group made its
first buyout by taking a controlling interest in mobile cyber security company Zimperium for $525M.

Zimperium, founded by two Israeli security experts, provides companies with technology to stop criminals
from hacking the mobile devices of their employees to obtain sensitive information. It claims to be
capable of thwarting mobile attacks, such as the one carried out by NSO Group’s Pegasus, the Israeli
military-grade spyware that hacked the phones of journalists and human rights activists.

White House tells CEOs that Russian cyber attack on US is coming
Joe Biden has warned a Russian cyber attack in the US is coming as the war in Ukraine looks set to
drag on. Biden told CEOs it is their patriotic obligation to strengthen their digital defences. A Russian
cyber assault on Ukraine at great scale is yet to materialise.

UK Prime Minister’s Downing Street network targeted with Pegasus
Downing Street and UK Foreign Office networks were infected with Pegasus spyware in 2020 and 2021.
The Downing Street incident has been linked to operators in the UAE. Pegasus’s parent the NSO Group
denied the allegations.

Russian EV chargers hacked to display messages supporting Ukraine
EV chargers on Russia’s M-11 motorway linking Moscow and St. Petersburg were hacked to display pro-
Ukraine messages, including ‘PUTIN IS A DI**HEAD’.

Compliance hiring of cyber security professionals faces severe squeeze
US regulators raised cybersecurity to a boardroom priority, posing a challenge for compliance teams to
add the needed cyber compliance expertise. The problem is further intensified as two countries that
produce a significant share of the global cyber talent, Russian and China, have fallen under Western
sanctions or self-sanctions. Prior to the Ukraine invasion, the World Economic Forum reported three
million unfilled positions globally for cybersecurity professionals – a number expected to grow in part due
to the exodus of 70,000 technical workers leaving Russia. The worldwide cyber security workforce needs
to grow by 65% to adequately protect enterprises’ critical assets.

Many C-suite executives use ridiculously unsafe passwords
New research by NordPass, a password manager, and independent researches, has revealed that
passwords such as ‘123456’, ‘12345’, ‘password’, ‘123456789’ and ‘qwerty’ are among the most hacked
passwords used by CEOs. Researchers analysed over 290M cyber security data breaches worldwide.

The most hacked password used by the C-suite, ‘123456’, was found to be involved in over 1.1M cyber
security breaches worldwide. ‘password’ was found in over 700,000 instances. Executives also use their
names as passwords. The most popular are: Tiffany (used in 100,534 breaches), Charlie (33,699),
Michael (10,647) and Jordan (10,472). Mythical creatures and animals were also common, such as
‘dragon’ (11,926) and ‘monkey’ (11,675).

BBC fended off 50M cyber attacks in four months
The BBC fended off an average of 383,278 email attacks every day and faced nearly 50M in total
between October 2021 and January 2022. The vast majority consist of phishing emails. A significant
number are also emails that attempt to install malware on BBC staff machines. There’s been a 35%
increase in daily attacks on the BBC in the past two years.

A quarter of UK’s young people trust scam messages
One in four 18-to-34-year-olds would trust scam messages. A quarter of the 18-to-34-year-old would not
check for spelling and grammar mistakes, raising questions about their ability to detect fraud. Over half of
18-to-34-year-olds had either sent money or personal information to scammers. A pandemic-driven
boom in time spent on online platforms has increased scams. Fraud accounted for 39% of crime in
England and Wales in 2021. There has been a 155% increase in scams on Instagram over the past year.


